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CONFIDENTIALITY
The materials within this presentation are private and confidential. You may not duplicate or circulate this presentation 
without express written permission. This presentation does not purport to be all inclusive or contain all the information 
that a prospective investor may require to fully evaluate an investment in the contemplated transaction.

All images and design elements are used strictly for presentation purposes and are not representative of the actual 

product or service. All images and design elements are copyright of their respective owners. 

Do NOT distribute this presentation.

FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION

Statements contained in this document that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements that involve various 

risks and uncertainty affecting the business of Interlapse. In making the forward-looking statements, Interlapse has 

applied certain assumptions that are based on information available, including Interlapse's strategic plan for the near and 

mid-term. There can be no assurance that such information will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events 

could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance 

on forward-looking information. Interlapse does not undertake to update any forward-looking information, except in 

accordance with applicable securities laws. 



OVERVIEW

Issuer:

Exchanges:

Symbol:

Product:

Sub-Products:

Markets:

Capital Structure:

Use of Proceeds:

Interlapse Technologies Corp.

TSX Venture Exchange    |    OTCQB Venture Market

TSXV: INLA    |    OTCQB: INLAF  

Coincurve.com
Virtual Currency Platform for anyone to buy, sell and spend Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin & Bitcoin 
Cash instantly. No signup required, non-custodial service for secure and full ownership of coins.

Coincurve Direct - White-labelled platform 

Canada, Philippines

Market Cap: $3,609,057
Shares Outstanding: 25,778,977
Price: $0.14

Launch additional features on Coincurve to advance growth of new customers and monetize 
existing customers. Establish structure for future launch of Coincurve in Australia/NZ and 
evaluate additional jurisdictions. Identify complementary and/or transformational M&A 
opportunities to accelerate growth of Interlapse as a technology issuer.

as of September 22, 2020



MISSION STATEMENT

TSXV:  INLA      |     OTCQB:  INLAF                    

Interlapse is a well-structured, technology issuer on the TSX Ventures 
Exchange. Our goal is to build technologies empowering the future 
generation of commerce.

This begins with Coincurve,

A virtual currency platform for anyone to buy, sell and spend 
Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash instantly.



VIRTUAL CURRENCY PLATFORM

Small transaction amounts between 
$30 - $500 per transaction.

Fast and Simple. No signup required.

Visa, Mastercard, Interac all accepted.

Non-custodial service. Your Bitcoins, 
your wallet, your control.

Simple fees: 8% + spread.
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SELL

Sell Bitcoin to FIAT currency

SPEND

Buy gift cards with Bitcoin

TRUE UTILITY

BUY

Buy Bitcoin with FIAT Currency



Coincurve has BETA launched in the 
Philippines as our first, global country 
expansion initiative. 

Through our partnership with Direct Agent 
5 (DA5), Philippines customers can 
purchase up to 20,000 PHP in Bitcoins by 
using the nationwide cash-in options. No 
bank account required!

Our BETA program includes over 100+ DA5 
locations that are convenient and easily 
accessible at all major Philippines cities.

PHILIPPINES EXPANSION



POPULATION:

37 M

EASILY SCALABLE INTERNATIONALLY

POPULATION:

105 M

LIVE OPERATION
BETA TESTING



One of the few publicly traded virtual currency 

platforms on the TSX Venture Exchange.

COMPLIANCE

● FINTRAC Licensed

● Full AML/CTF Controls

● KYC Compliance Measures

BANKING & PAYMENTS

● Interac E-Transfer

● Flexepin

● Credit Card

REGULATORY & FINANCIAL STRUCTURE



WHITE LABEL PLATFORM

White-labelled turnkey platform for 
any business and individual to sell 
Bitcoin within weeks.

You bring in the customers, we handle 
the payment processing.

Fully rebranded to your company’s 
corporate brand and logo.

Proprietary back-office tool to provide 
sales updates in real-time.
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MERCHANTS USING COINCURVE DIRECT

The largest Bitcoin ATM operator in Canada with over 
170+ easily accessible ATMs across all major provinces 
and a recent expansion into the United States. 

localcoinatm.com

A large-sized Bitcoin ATM operator in Canada with 
over 60+ Bitcoin ATMs. En route to become the first 
publicly traded Bitcoin ATM company in Canada.

bitcoinsolutions.ca



Featured publications on top business and virtual currency news outlets

PUBLIC RELATIONS



Accelerate as a ‘technology’ issuer by...

● Identify bolt-on acquisitions to accelerate 

Coincurve and virtual currency adoption globally.

● Ability for Coincurve to merge or get acquired by 

larger virtual currency platforms.

● Acquire new emerging technology businesses 

that accelerate the growth of Interlapse.

We’ve created a strong foundation as a technology issuer on the TSX Venture Exchange 

with a tight capital structure and built a new virtual currency platform as a core business.

TECHNOLOGY M&A OPPORTUNITIES



Shares Outstanding

Stock Options

Performance Based Shares

Total Shares  (Fully Diluted)

Insider Ownership (Fully Diluted)

CAPITAL STRUCTURE

25,778,977

910,000

620,000

27,308,977

10,238,915

 

(@ $0.35)

(37.49%) 



2021 OBJECTIVES

INVESTOR CONTACT

ASHLEY GARNOT
1.604.669.0912    |    agarnot@interlapse.com

INTERLAPSE TECHNOLOGIES CORP.

1050 Burrard St., Suite 1407
Vancouver, B.C  V6Z 2S3

TSXV:

INLA
OTCQB:

INLAF

Launch additional features on Coincurve to advance growth of new 
customers and monetize existing customers.

Establish structure for future launch of Coincurve in additional 
jurisdictions and markets.

Identify complementary and/or transformational M&A opportunities to 
accelerate growth of Interlapse as a technology issuer.
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